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More than Needles and Pills 
California Companies Reach for New Horizons in Drug Delivery 
 
Once again, California companies are bucking convention -- this time in the interest of developing 
advanced drug delivery. Skin patches, periodontal fibers, wearable intravenous infusors and 
electrotranspofi systems are already on the market. California researchers continue to pursue 
even better and more efficient ways to deliver drugs to patients -- such as pulses of ultrasound 
aimed at the skin, small electric currents that can be pushed through the skin, and aerosol and dry 
powder pulmonary drug delivery systems. 
 
Many of these technologies are delivering drugs to patients at a steady, controlled rate or in a 
predetermined pattern over time, and reducing many of 
the unpleasant or harmful side effects of traditional forms of drug  administration  -- needles and 
pills. Patients benefit in several ways. The new technologies require less medical attention, thus 
allowing patients to leave the hospital sooner. The result is better care at lower cost. 
 
Incyte Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 
Nearly thirty years ago, innovators in Silicon Valley brought the unparalleled computing power of 
the microprocessor to the world. One of the most revolutionary inventions inhuman history, the 
microprocessor spawned new technologies, new products, new markets, and new industries. The 
"computer-on-a-chip"-- now common in everything from high-end technologies to everyday items 
like watches, cars, personal computers, and games -- created an information explosion that 
forever altered civilization. It changed the way we work, play, think, communicate, and organize 
our lives. 
 
Today a new generation of Silicon Valley innovators has created a second revolution by 
combining the microprocessor's computing power with the latest advances in the study of the 
human genome. The result: Scientists now command unprecedented, powerful new tools -- 
including genomic databases, microarrays, and bioanalytical software -- enabling them to more 
completely and innovatively study the role genes play in biology. At Incyte, we call it "biology in 
silico.” 
 
Genomic information technology -- now radically changing the way scientists conduct research on 
the causes and cures of disease -- promises to transform health care and improve the quality of 
life for millions of people. This ability to correlate gene activity with specific disease processes is 
leading the world to better and faster prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease, more finely 
tuned to each individual. At Incyte, we are opening the door for researchers around the world to 
participate in this new era of medical research. 
 
Located in the heart of Silicon Valley, Incyte provides cutting-edge technologies and products for 
the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries. Incyte's innovation and success are driven by 
four key areas: a deep entrepreneurial spirit, high productivity, a powerful network of partnerships 
that extends around the world, and financial strength -- those same Silicon Valley qualities that led 
the world into the information age. And the people of Incyte, our most valuable asset, provide the 
tremendous energy, talent, and expertise that enable us to extend the resources of Silicon Valley 
to the world of health care. 


